
Pecineaga commune
is situated in the South-east part of the country ,at 43 km from 
Constanta and 19 km from Mangalia.The neighbours are:-on 
the east Dulcesti village,on the north-Mosneni village,on the 

South-East –Vanatori village,on the West Amzacea 
commune.The commune includes Pecineaga and Vanatori 

village.
The commune Turkish name was Gherengic or 

Gheringic(meaning “don’t get close ,bride)and comes from 
turkish legend.The old inhabitants used to be Turks and 
Tartars,the settlement being mentioned in 1857 by the 

presence of some Crimean Tartars.In 1923 ,its name was 
changed in Pecineaga.The preponderant Turkish origin 

inhabitants diminish in number in time ,being replaced by 
several Romanian colonization waves.



The Town Hall was established in1882 and the  
building was rebuilt in 1926



The community Cultural centre ,built in            
1955 also includes a library with 

6.200volumes



The first primary school was built in 1893.Later on as 
the number of inhabitants increased,due to an important 
colonization wave ,there was built the second edifice for 
school with 2 classrooms in 1930.A new school with 5 
classrooms,including 3 labs was opened in 1964.In the 
past,the Tartars in the commune used to have a school 
under the care of the mosque.Now the education structure 
includes :1 primary school,1 secondary school , a 
kindergarden in Pecineaga village and a primary school in 
Vanatori village.The total staff number is 30 persons.Since 
2002, Vanatori village has also a kindergarden fit up PHARE 
funds.



The kindergarden



The primary school nr.2



The orthodox church was built 
between 1893-1895



Some photos from the Village 
Museum who was opened in 

2006.



SOME PHOTOS FROM THE INSIDE OF 
OUR SCHOOL

Info lab School library



Some photos from our clubs 
activities

Eco costumes              Halloween party                       Christmas



The international year of the 
forests 2011



Respect the forests!



Fair eco march amulets and cookies



Our folkore group
in Turkey



Our folklore group from the days of 
the commune Pecineaga the 23th 

may 2010







Some romanians food
1.Sarmalute(cabbage)



2.Mamaliga cu branza
(polenta with cheese)



3.Mici  cu cartofi prajiti
(small fries)



4.Cozonac
(sponge cake)



And finally some pictures from 
Mangalia,the town where the teenagers go 
to the  theatre,   cinema,or to do shopping



The beach in summer



The cliff on night



I hope you liked my presentation
Teacher Andrei Angelica

School Pecineaga
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